
MPIAA LAUNCHES “OWLS FOR OWLS” 
LEGACY SCHOLARSHIP FOR MID-PACIFIC 

ALUMNI FAMILIES
BY SHAYNE FUJII ’89

M ID-PACIFIC INSTITUTE ALUMNI Association 
(MPIAA) President Marc Nakamoto ‘91 and Vice 
President David Taga ‘96 value the true meaning of 

“family.” They understand and appreciate Mid-Pacific’s unique 
sense of pride and loyalty as alumni, and recognize the impor-
tance of carrying on this tradition to future generations. 

In spring 2016, MPIAA board members began a series of 
planning sessions to refine the direction and goals of the 
MPIAA. “We really took an inward look at who we were and 
what made Mid-Pacific so special to all of us,” said Nakamo-
to. “We all agreed that we as a school need to take care of our 
own, to support fellow alumni, and come up with a strategy that 
aligns with this goal.”  

From these planning sessions, the “Owls for Owls” strategy 
was born. “The purpose of this strategy was the strong desire 
to take care of our own and to figure out ways to help the most 
alumni possible within our means,” shared Nakamoto. “‘Owls 
for Owls’ speaks from the heart,” agreed Taga. “It defines who 
we are, and guides all that we do as the alumni association.”  

The new MPIAA Legacy Scholarship directly reflects the vi-
sion of the “Owls for Owls” strategy. In the past, the MPIAA 
would raise funds and give full-tuition scholarships to stu-
dents who demonstrated good character and a special ability 
to contribute to Mid-Pacific. The new Legacy Scholarship re-
places the old one, and offers more scholarships focused on leg-
acy families - those with a direct, family-line connection to a 
Mid-Pacific alumnus or alumna.  

“Instead of a full-ride scholarship, we are breaking that up 
into multiple partial scholarships, between $1,000 and $5,000 
dollars each,” said Nakamoto. Qualifying students are required 
to go through the application process and the scholarships are 
awarded based on financial need.  

“Although we are winding down the old scholarship, we are 
so proud of our past and present recipients, who we continue 
to support,” Nakamoto said. “They are outstanding students 
and alumni. Now, instead of helping just a few families per year, 
we can help ten to twenty families. The goal is to offer as many 
scholarships to legacy families as financially possible.”  

The Board also created the MPIAA Endowment Fund to se-
cure a permanent source of funds to support its programs, in-
cluding the Legacy Scholarship.  

What impressed Taga was how the MPIAA board members 
quickly embraced “Owls for Owls.”  “In less than a year, we 
were able to transform our ideas into action, and we are now 
awarding the first class of Legacy Scholarships,” said Taga. “We 
hope this makes a small difference for legacy families, and in-
spires fellow Owls to donate and grow the scholarship. As a 
Board, we were reminded that Mid-Pacific’s gift to its alumni 
are those timeless values of being humble and gracious, to en-
dure and achieve in any circumstance, and that we are always 
family. That’s what ‘Owls for Owls’ is all about.”

For more information about the MPIAA Legacy Scholarship, 
email alumni@midpac.edu.
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From left: Karen (Kawano) Koles ‘63, Mildred (Saito) Kimura ‘63, Galen Narimatsu ‘55, and Marc Nakamoto ‘91; second row,  
left-to-right: Daniel Ihara ‘81, Kari Ann Kanbe ‘77, Dale (Oshio) Shaughnessy ‘00, Marci (Lieberman) Awaya ‘92, Michelle (Aki) Shigezawa ‘78,  
Miye Ishii ‘92, Kelly Park ‘96, Shane Toguchi ‘00, David Taga ‘96, and Stephen “Alex” Screen ‘86; back row, left-to-right: Wayne Kishinami ‘61,  
Curt Yoshimura ‘85, Hovey Lambert ‘69, and Shayna (Lum) Robertson ‘00


